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‘Domainspecific’ platforms will be more useful to advisors than those
that are ‘industry agnostic’

Technology powerhouse IBM released its
AIpowered compliance software, Watson
Financial Services, on Wednesday, but prior
to that, Chicagobased Ascent rolled out its
own AI solution to help advisors meet their
compliance obligations.
Ascent’s Navigator platform uses natural
language processing and machine learning
to help advisors build, manage and
automate their compliance programs, according to Brian Clark, CEO of Ascent.
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Clark calls Ascent’s Navigator platform “intelligence as a service,” which he said “is about
taking that domain expertise and leveraging it into a mechanism that really adds value to
users on an incremental basis and a holistic basis.”
(Related: Google's AI Brains Need to Work on Their Bedside Manner)
He added, “AI is dependent on domain expertise. It is dependent on data blocks and how you
structure all of these components on the back end ultimately to drive value and drive
intelligence.”
Clark calls artificial intelligence “whatever five years from now we’ll think is normal.” He
believes the nextgeneration of AI will focus on data and how users manage it. “It’s going to
take big data, and it’s going to make big data useful. You’re going to be able to extract real
time, dynamic insights from this information that is then going to assist users in making
optimal decisions.”
While there’s clear potential for AI in helping financial firms manage their compliance burden,
Clark warned that “whenever you’re talking about what AI can do, it’s also important to talk
about what it can’t do.”
He pointed out that IBM’s Watsonpowered solution is “industryagnostic,” which requires
users to have a deep understanding of the particular regulatory requirements for their firm.
Ascent’s “domainspecific AI … is far more particular to” advisors’ needs. Financial advisors’
success with industryagnostic tools like the Watson regtech will “depend on the user’s
knowledge versus something that is domainspecific.”
Advisors who use AI to help manage their compliance responsibilities still have an obligation
to make sure they understand exactly what those responsibilities are.
“I’ve spoken to some regulators about this, and what I’ve heard in particular is that the user is
still ultimately the responsible party for whatever actions they take,” Clark said. The benefit of
using regtech software is that it can “get you farther down the road. Instead of spending 100
hours, you spend 50 hours” on compliance.
For example, he said, “Am I still responsible if I use Microsoft Excel? Absolutely, but you’re
sure as heck going to know a heck of a lot more and get a lot farther down the path” by using
AIbased tools to analyze data.
The key for advisors adopting AI, Clark said, is that it is “an enabling technology. It’s
something that is going to help you move forward and be more competitive.”
 Read Bionic Advisors: Envestnet and the Kasparov Principle on ThinkAdvisor.
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